Traveling concentric-roll patterns in Rayleigh-Bénard convection with modulated rotation.
We present experimental results for pattern formation in Rayleigh-Bénard convection with modulated rotation about a vertical axis. The dimensionless rotation rate Omega was varied as Omega(m)=Omega[1+delta cos(phi Omega t)] (time is scaled by the vertical viscous diffusion time of the cell). We used a cylindrical cell of aspect ratio (radius/height) Gamma=11.8 and varied Omega, delta, phi, and epsilon identical with R/R(c)(Omega)-1 (R is the Rayleigh number). The fluid was water with a Prandtl number of 4.5. Sufficiently far above onset even a small delta greater than approximately 0.02 stabilized a concentric-roll (target) pattern. Multiarmed spirals were observed close to onset. The rolls of the target patterns traveled radially inward independent of the sense of rotation. The radial speed v was nearly independent of epsilon for fixed Omega, delta, and phi. However, v increased with any one of Omega, delta, and phi when all the other parameters were held fixed.